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Figure 6. Future femtolensing sensitivity to primordial black holes compared to other probes. In
particular, we compare our projected limits (blue dashed contours) to limits based on extragalactic
background photons (EG�) from PBH evaporation [13], from the non-destruction of white dwarfs
(WD) [18], from microlensing searches by Subaru HSC [4], Kepler [58], MACHO [1], EROS [2], and
OGLE [3], from the dynamics of ultra-faint dwarf galaxies [59], and from CMB anisotropies due to
accretion onto PBHs [60]. (Stronger CMB limits are obtained if more aggressive assumptions on
accretion by PBHs are adopted [61].) The Subaru HSC limits are cut off at M ⇠ 10�11M� because
below that mass, the geometric optics approximation employed in ref. [4] is not valid. We also do
not include neutron star limits [15] because of their dependence on controversial assumptions about
the DM density in globular clusters. We have taken the limits shown here from the compilation in
ref. [36]. In computing our projected limits, we have assumed the redshift of all GRBs in the sample
to be zS = 1, we have used the BAND model for the GRB spectrum, and we have assumed a 5%
systematic uncertainty, uncorrelated between energy bins.

therefore estimate that the projected femtolensing exclusion limits on such UCMHs will be
similar in shape to the ones for PBHs if the PBH mass is understood as the “equivalent black
hole mass” m(✓0) from eqs. (2.29) and (2.30). Expressed in terms of Mcusp, the limits on
UCMHs are thus shifted to higher masses by a factor Mcusp/m(✓0) compared to the limits
shown in figs. 5 and 6. We moreover need to take into account the fact that the DM number
density scales inversely with mass, hence we expect the projected exclusion curves to also
move upwards by a factor Mcusp/m(✓0), corresponding to a weakening of the limit by that
factor. In view of this, and given that we have seen how difficult it will already be to constrain
PBH DM using femtolensing, we refrain from a more detailed sensitivity study for UCMHs.

4 Conclusions

To summarize, we have critically investigated the potential of gravitational femtolensing to
constrain compact DM structures such as primordial black holes or ultracompact DM miniha-
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[Y. B. Zel’dovich and I. D. Novikov, Soviet Astronomy 10, 602 (1967)] 
[S. Hawking, Mon. Not. R. Astron. Soc. 152, 75 (1971)]  

[Carr and Hawking, MNRAS 168 (1974); Carr, Astrophys. J. 201, 1 (1975)]

Primordial Black Holes (PBHs) form in the early  
Universe (              ) from large over-densities

Mass roughly given by mass inside horizon at time of formation: 
[Green & Liddle, astro-ph/9901268]
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(WD) [18], from microlensing searches by Subaru HSC [4], Kepler [58], MACHO [1], EROS [2], and
OGLE [3], from the dynamics of ultra-faint dwarf galaxies [59], and from CMB anisotropies due to
accretion onto PBHs [60]. (Stronger CMB limits are obtained if more aggressive assumptions on
accretion by PBHs are adopted [61].) The Subaru HSC limits are cut off at M ⇠ 10�11M� because
below that mass, the geometric optics approximation employed in ref. [4] is not valid. We also do
not include neutron star limits [15] because of their dependence on controversial assumptions about
the DM density in globular clusters. We have taken the limits shown here from the compilation in
ref. [36]. In computing our projected limits, we have assumed the redshift of all GRBs in the sample
to be zS = 1, we have used the BAND model for the GRB spectrum, and we have assumed a 5%
systematic uncertainty, uncorrelated between energy bins.
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shown in figs. 5 and 6. We moreover need to take into account the fact that the DM number
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move upwards by a factor Mcusp/m(✓0), corresponding to a weakening of the limit by that
factor. In view of this, and given that we have seen how difficult it will already be to constrain
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Figure 6. Future femtolensing sensitivity to primordial black holes compared to other probes. In
particular, we compare our projected limits (blue dashed contours) to limits based on extragalactic
background photons (EG�) from PBH evaporation [13], from the non-destruction of white dwarfs
(WD) [18], from microlensing searches by Subaru HSC [4], Kepler [58], MACHO [1], EROS [2], and
OGLE [3], from the dynamics of ultra-faint dwarf galaxies [59], and from CMB anisotropies due to
accretion onto PBHs [60]. (Stronger CMB limits are obtained if more aggressive assumptions on
accretion by PBHs are adopted [61].) The Subaru HSC limits are cut off at M ⇠ 10�11M� because
below that mass, the geometric optics approximation employed in ref. [4] is not valid. We also do
not include neutron star limits [15] because of their dependence on controversial assumptions about
the DM density in globular clusters. We have taken the limits shown here from the compilation in
ref. [36]. In computing our projected limits, we have assumed the redshift of all GRBs in the sample
to be zS = 1, we have used the BAND model for the GRB spectrum, and we have assumed a 5%
systematic uncertainty, uncorrelated between energy bins.

therefore estimate that the projected femtolensing exclusion limits on such UCMHs will be
similar in shape to the ones for PBHs if the PBH mass is understood as the “equivalent black
hole mass” m(✓0) from eqs. (2.29) and (2.30). Expressed in terms of Mcusp, the limits on
UCMHs are thus shifted to higher masses by a factor Mcusp/m(✓0) compared to the limits
shown in figs. 5 and 6. We moreover need to take into account the fact that the DM number
density scales inversely with mass, hence we expect the projected exclusion curves to also
move upwards by a factor Mcusp/m(✓0), corresponding to a weakening of the limit by that
factor. In view of this, and given that we have seen how difficult it will already be to constrain
PBH DM using femtolensing, we refrain from a more detailed sensitivity study for UCMHs.

4 Conclusions

To summarize, we have critically investigated the potential of gravitational femtolensing to
constrain compact DM structures such as primordial black holes or ultracompact DM miniha-
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Figure 3. Constraints on the allowed PBH DM fraction f for a variety of e↵ects associated with PBHs of
mass MBH in units of the solar mass M�. Here, a monochromatic PBH mass spectrum has been employed.
The red dashed and green dot-dashed curves are our results, corresponding to m� = 100GeV (red, dotted)
and m� = 1TeV (green, dot-dashed), respectively. For both cases, h�vi = 3⇥10�26 cm3/s has been used. Also
shown are constraints from extra-Galactic �-rays from evaporation (EG) [64], femtolensing of �-ray bursts (F)
[65], neutron-star capture (NS) [66], microlensing with the Subaru/HSC Andromeda observation (HSC) [67],
Kepler microlensing of stars (K) [15], EROS-2 [68] and OGLE-III [69] microlensing of stars (ML), survival
of a star cluster in Eridanus II (E) [70], accretion e↵ects (WMAP and FIRAS) [71], and disruption of wide
binaries (WB) [72].

WIMPs. In this case, we fix the PBH parameters to some representative benchmark values, namely
MBH = 10�12

M�, MBH = 10�5
M�, MBH = 10�2

M�, and MBH = 10M�.

In Fig. 4, we display density plots for the PBH fraction f as a function of m� and h�vi for
the four above-mentioned values of MBH. The colored regions of these plots represent f with the
color scale indicating the value of log

10
f . White regions show areas in which the value of f > 1

and are therefore excluded. The hatched regions mark the areas of the WIMP parameter space that
are excluded by the search of gamma rays from DM annihilation in dwarf satellite galaxies coming
from the combined analysis of the Fermi and MAGIC telescopes [73] for the bb̄ channel. This bound
assumes that WIMPs account for the total DM of the Universe and is therefore only valid for f ⌧ 1,
otherwise it should be properly rescaled for the considered value of f . We show it to illustrate the
interplay between the WIMP indirect-detection bounds and f . Figure 4 provides the maximal value
of f for each WIMP parameter pair m� and h�vi.
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Figure 5. The profile of a halo around a PBH in physical coor-
dinates. The four inner most profiles were fit with a power-law
profile: – = 2.28, and C = 2.5 ◊ 1012.

Figure 6. The physical density profile of the halo for the
boosted power spectrum, with spectral index ns ≠1 = 2. The
parameters of the fit are – = 2.35, and C = 3.9 ◊ 1012.

assumes that the decaying species accounts for all of
dark matter. Conversely, if one knew the decay rate,
one would obtain a constraint on the abundance of the
decaying species. Using the above analogy we can there-
fore obtain a bound on the PBH fraction fPBH for any
given PBH mass once we assume a complete model for
the gamma-ray luminosity of these objects

fPBH = �DM MPBH

�PBH m‰
. (18)

For �DM we use (consistent with [10]) constraints from
[30]. Their Fig. (3.f) shows that the life time of dark
matter particles is greater than ·DM = �≠1

DM
& 1028

s,
at least in the range of the dark matter particles masses
to which the experiment is sensitive: 10GeV < m‰ <

104GeV.

Figure 7. The density profiles of Boucenna et al. [10], labelled
BKOV, Eroshenko [9], our analytic estimate (12), our simula-
tion result taking the best fit paramaters from Fig. 5 and the
maximum density contrast today. Note that the simulation
is for a 30M§ black hole whilst the other three profiles are
derived for a 10M§ black hole.

The WIMP annihilation signal is obtained as

�PBH = È‡vÍ
m2

‰

4fi

ˆ Œ

0

fl(r)2
r

2
dr , (19)

where È‡vÍ is the annihilation cross-section and spherical
symmetry of the density profile has been assumed. For a
halo with a density profile

fl(r) = Min(flmax, flmax(r/rcut)≠–) , (20)

and assuming – > 3/2, the WIMP annihilation signal
can be integrated into

�PBH = 4fi È‡vÍ fl
2

max
r

3

cut

m2
‰

3
1
3 + 1

2– ≠ 3

4
, (21)

where the first and the second terms in brackets are con-
tributions from the constant-density central region and
the falling profile, respectively. In the particular case of
– = 9/4, this simplifies to

�PBH = 4fi È‡vÍ fl
2

max
r

3

cut

m2
‰

. (22)

In the above expression, a third of the contribution comes
from the central region. Assuming a Heaviside density
profile with the density dropping to zero at rcut, as was
done for example in [10], therefore underestimates the
annihilation rate by a factor of 3. For profiles that are
less steep than – = 9/4 the contribution from the second
term is even greater.

Equipped with these ingredients we can finally obtain
the upper bound on the fraction of the dark matter in
PBHs. For three di�erent choices of the dark matter
mass we find the constraint to be:

m‰ 10 GeV 100 GeV 1 TeV
fPBH . 10≠9 2 ◊ 10≠9 4 ◊ 10≠9

WIMP halo around 30 M⊙ PBH

3. Ann. rate around PBH
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In the above expression, a third of the contribution comes
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In the above expression, a third of the contribution comes
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where the first and the second terms in brackets are con-
tributions from the constant-density central region and
the falling profile, respectively. In the particular case of
– = 9/4, this simplifies to
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In the above expression, a third of the contribution comes
from the central region. Assuming a Heaviside density
profile with the density dropping to zero at rcut, as was
done for example in [10], therefore underestimates the
annihilation rate by a factor of 3. For profiles that are
less steep than – = 9/4 the contribution from the second
term is even greater.

Equipped with these ingredients we can finally obtain
the upper bound on the fraction of the dark matter in
PBHs. For three di�erent choices of the dark matter
mass we find the constraint to be:
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3. Extragalactic γ-ray limits
Constraint: diffuse γ rays from extragalactic PBH halos

Limit: for each bin, require ϕ ≲ ϕobs + 3 Δϕobs

Robust constraint with few assumptions
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PBH density RedshiftingAttenuationIngredients:



⇒PBH 
detection

WIMP 
constraint
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Thank you!


